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On Tuesday 2 October 2018, the Derby Arena and Velodrome was a hive 
of activity and excitement. Into the mix went a healthy amount of eager 
anticipation as Libra Drinks and First Choice Foodservice teamed up to 
proudly present the inaugural Signature Food and Drink Trade Show.

From the moment we set foot in the arena to the time we said goodbye to the last 

customer at the end of the trade show, the event ran like clockwork. And this was in no 

small part down to the Herculean efforts of the venue’s event crew in helping us ‘trade 

show newbies’ deliver a great first event. So a big thank you to the Derby Arena team for 

their support, patience and hard work.

Welcome to the Signature Food & Drink Trade Show

With a stack of goody bags at the ready and a fresh-faced crew of event personnel to 

welcome customers at reception, the Signature Food and Drink Trade Show was up and 

running... 

‘More like year ten, than year one’ was the resounding comment by suppliers, quickly 

choed by customers—and one which set the tone for the day; reinforcing the event’s 

primary objective: to give all attending customers an all-encompassing great day out. 
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Others put it more simply: ‘it’s been brilliant’. Whichever sentiment you go with, it was 

certainly an event that First Choice and Libra should be rightly proud of. The event  

teams from both companies did an absolutely cracking job of helping suppliers present  

a fantastic range of the very best the food and drink sector has to offer.

Something for everyone

Suppliers enjoyed VIP treatment from the moment they arrived amid the superb venue 

facilities. An efficient set up process included plenty of free on-site parking, direct and 

level access to the exhibitor area, free cold storage and ice and plenty of willing helpers 

on hand if they were needed. The trade stands were soon up and running, and looking 

their best, with a steady stream of customers throughout the day. 

These included representatives from across the hospitality sector: from café bars, bistros 

and pubs—to wine bars, hotels, restaurants, sports, leisure, golf and country clubs—all of 

whom contributed to a buzzy, vibrant event that really got the conversations flowing. 

One-day-only show offers

Customers enjoyed numerous opportunities to interact directly with suppliers and took 

full advantage of some fantastic one-day-only trade show offers as they made their way 

around the 200 or so food and drink trade stands. 
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From drinks industry heavyweights such as Molson Coors and Carlsberg to a raft of 

well known suppliers alongside many of the up and coming independent brands—the 

range of products on offer was immense. Customers of course enjoyed open access to 

some wonderfully varied tasting experiences from across the beer, wine, cider and spirits 

sector—with plenty of opportunities to interact directly with suppliers. Live, interactive 

product demos and presentations from across the industry completed a memorable and 

thoroughly enjoyable day out for all.

Take a look at the video link below for a recap of some of the day’s highlights, complete 

with supplier interviews and customer feedback—all freshly served up by our friends 

over at Reel Media in Nottingham. 

Food and drink all under one roof

One of the key objectives for the Signature Food and Drink Trade Show was to offer a 

mutually beneficial platform for attending customers to experience something totally 

new, whilst benefiting from some of the best deals of the year. By providing a carefully 

selected balance of food and drink suppliers—who shared the event floorspace—

customers of both businesses had the unique opportunity to interact directly with a far 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjMHolnvjBY
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greater cross-section of suppliers than would normally be possible at a purely drinks-

only event.

As a result of the collaborative effort between Libra and First Choice many customers 

were introduced to new suppliers for the very first time, trying out a host of new flavours 

and products that they may otherwise never have had the opportunity to experience. 

These included a mix of independent beer producers, mainstream brands and boutique 

producers on the drinks side, together with everything from fresh produce to undeniably 

decadent (and tempting) sweet treats on the foodservice side.   

A winning event formula

As a special ‘one-day-only’ trade show, Libra and First Choice customers enjoyed 

an event format that meant they could order any combination of products or offers, 

irrespective of whether they were a Libra or a First Choice customer. This built-in ‘added-

value’ massively increased the opportunity for some incredible savings to be made on the 

day—many of which included added incentives from free products to fantastic one-off 

discounts, all courtesy of the attending suppliers. For many customers, in the run up to 

the Christmas season, this was obviously a real win-win scenario.

The advantage of hosting a joint event also meant that Libra and First Choice customers 

were actively encouraged to socialise and engage in industry cross-talk as well as using 
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the event as an opportunity to meet representatives from both businesses face-to-

face. This aspect alone meant customers gained a much better understanding of each 

company’s service levels, operational strengths, delivery schedules and areas, as well 

as an appreciation for the size and scope of each business in terms of product ranges 

and specific areas of expertise. 

Suppliers and customers left the show excited at the possibility of both companies 

hosting a similar event in the future and are more than ready for the next one, so look 

out for more announcements in the coming months...

In the meantime, on behalf of Libra I would like to offer my sincere thanks to all of the 

customers who attended and supported the show.

Gary Beagley

Director, Libra Drinks

For more information contact Libra Drinks on 0845 130 1623

Email: marketing@libradrinks.co.uk


